L3’s MX™-15 Electro-Optical and Infrared (EO/IR) System Selected by Airbus Helicopters for Two
Foreign Militaries
NEW YORK--(BUSINESS WIRE)--L3 Technologies (NYSE:LLL) announced today that its WESCAM division
has received an order from Airbus Helicopters to provide 37 MX™-15 electro-optical and infrared (EO/IR)
imaging systems for installation on multiple fleets of H225M Caracal helicopters. The systems will be
installed in France before being delivered to two foreign governments for military deployment.
“This order expands L3’s international business base while creating a new market opportunity for our
leading WESCAM products,” said Michael T. Strianese, L3’s Chairman and Chief Executive Officer.
“L3 WESCAM is proud to have been chosen to supply its MX-15 systems, as it highlights our role as a
trusted global supplier of advanced imaging technologies to the OEM marketplace,” added Mike
Greenley, President of L3 WESCAM. “Additionally, it confirms that the highly specialized optics and
leading technologies in L3’s systems continue to meet the needs of emerging mission portfolios, ranging
from combative military to time-sensitive response and recovery operations.”
The first delivery of 19 units will support a variety of missions, including search and rescue, aeromedical
evacuation and assistance, and disaster relief. The second delivery will provide a highly detailed,
multispectral view of combat search and rescue, naval operations, medical evacuation and military
transportation efforts to mission operators.
L3’s MX-15 can be configured with up to six imaging and lasing payloads, each of which shares the
highest level of stabilization. Sensor options include a high-definition (HD) thermal imager, color lowlight continuous zoom, daylight step zoom spotter, day/night spotter, laser rangefinder and a laser
illuminator. L3’s MX-15 can be found on additional models of Airbus helicopters, including the H125 and
UH-72A.
L3 WESCAM serves all segments of the airborne, land and maritime markets with advanced EO/IR
imaging and targeting systems (MX-Series) and modular system solution kits (MatriX™). MX-Series
turrets are operational across 74 countries and on more than 137 different types of platforms, and are
supported by more than 14 globally deployed authorized service centers and a team of field service
technicians who are available for dispatch 24/7 to anywhere in the world. L3 WESCAM is a unit of L3’s
Sensor Systems business segment.
Headquartered in New York City, L3 Technologies employs approximately 38,000 people worldwide and
is a leading provider of a broad range of communication, electronic and sensor systems used on military,
homeland security and commercial platforms. L3 is also a prime contractor in aerospace systems,
security and detection systems, and pilot training. The company reported 2016 sales of $10.5 billion.
To learn more about L3, please visit the company’s website at www.L3T.com. L3 uses its website as a
channel of distribution of material company information. Financial and other material information
regarding L3 is routinely posted on the company’s website and is readily accessible.
Safe Harbor Statement Under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995
Except for historical information contained herein, the matters set forth in this news release are
forward-looking statements. Statements that are predictive in nature, that depend upon or refer to
events or conditions or that include words such as “expects,” “anticipates,” “intends,” “plans,”

“believes,” “estimates,” “will,” “could” and similar expressions are forward-looking statements. The
forward-looking statements set forth above involve a number of risks and uncertainties that could cause
actual results to differ materially from any such statement, including the risks and uncertainties
discussed in the company’s Safe Harbor Compliance Statement for Forward-Looking Statements
included in the company’s recent filings, including Forms 10-K and 10-Q, with the Securities and
Exchange Commission. The forward-looking statements speak only as of the date made, and the
company undertakes no obligation to update these forward-looking statements.
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